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Media Suites
7 x Apple Mac Pro Media
Workstations
Avid Media Composer 8.5
Adobe Creative Cloud

Avid Media Composer
Professional quality video editing software - knowledge of production software is
recommended.
Adobe CS6 Production Premium
Professional software for design, video and audio production. The package also
includes DVD and media encoders and graphics software.

Video Cameras
19 x Panasonic AVCAM HD video
recorders
 Records AVCHD files onto
memory card
 Manual image control (e.g.
focus, exposure, white
balance) or fully automatic
settings available
 2x XLR inputs for
microphones

Professional, high quality video camera, suitable for
recording interviews, events, documenting for archival
purposes and most other video projects. Manual
functions available for camera controls.
It is recommended that users hire a lapel or shotgun
microphone for use with this camera.

1 x Sony 64GB video camera
 Records AVCHD files onto
memory card
 Some manual image control
available, mostly pre-set
scenes or automatic settings
 2x XLR inputs for
microphones

7 x Zoom Q3HD video recorders
15 x Zoom Q4 with the following
accessories:
 Windsock
 Mini-tripod
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Small, semi-professional, high quality camcorder with
shotgun microphone attached.
Suitable for recording interviews, presentations or
events in a wide variety of environments. Good audio
quality and high quality AVCHD video.

Small, handheld video recording device with in-built
microphone. Suitable for capturing interviews, highlights
of events, and video blogs. Light weight and easy to
carry on field work trips or conferences.
Generally used for video that will be played in classes or
uploaded to LMS / YouTube. Not suitable for playback
in large venues or for professional platforms.

Tripods
10 x Manfrotto Tripods w/ smooth-pan
heads (heavy)

Larger, heavy-weight tripod for best stability with the
Panasonic Camcorders

7 x Manfrotto Tripods w/ smooth-pan
heads (medium)

Lighter tripod, still provides good stability with the
Panasonic Camcorders

3 Manfrotto Photo Tripods (light)

Small, light-weight tripods for still cameras

Digital Cameras

2 x Nikon D3100 SLR
with 18-55mm lens

21 x Olympus µTough3000
 Shockproof and
waterproof

High quality stills camera with focus ring and manual image control.

Simple point-and-shoot digital stills camera. Suitable for
documenting field work, trips, assessments or in-class activities.

Data Projectors

2x Mitsubishi XD600U
Projectors
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Medium sized projectors suitable for meetings and presentations.

Audio recorders
1 x Apple iPod
4th generation digital
recorder/player

Useful for recording meetings or speeches, generally where a small
number of people in close proximity will be recorded. Ideally used for
 Limited image control
recording one person at a time.
and audio control
 Device should be
used within 1m range

10 x Zoom H4N Audio
recorders
 Two in-built, stereo
microphones
 MP3 and Wav record
formats
 Records onto memory
card for easy data
transfer

50 x Olympus voice
recorders

High quality audio recorder suitable for recording audio which will be
shared or played back.
Interviews which are likely to be edited and played back as part of a
presentation or assessment should be recorded using this device.

Small, pocket sized audio recorder. Ideal for recording interviews for
field work that will later be transcribed.

Laptops
Useful for presentations, research, word processing and
22 x Apple 13”
document creation. iLife is installed, including media production
MacBook Pro laptops
software such as iMovie and GarageBand.

33 x Dell Latitude
laptops
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Useful for presentations, research, word processing and
document creation.

Microphones
15 x Rode NTG2 condenser
microphones
Accessories include:
 Boom poles
 Windsocks
 Pistol grip handheld shock
mounts

15 x Shure SM58 dynamic
microphones

Handheld microphone, typically used for recording voice.
Useful for interviews and journalistic-style productions.

19 x Sennheiser lapel wireless
microphone sets.

Best used with the Panasonic cameras to record high quality
audio of speech, such as in an interview.

23 x Rode SmartLav+ Lapel
Microphones

Used to record audio into a smartphone. Great for quick and
easy interviews of either straight audio or as a sync track for
video.

3 x Samson USB condenser
microphones

15 x Audio Technica AT8010
Omnidirectional Condenser
Microphones
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Directional microphone to be used with a high quality audio
recorder or camera with microphone inputs.
Useful for recording interviews, dialogue (films) and
atmospheric / environmental / location audio.

These microphones sit on a desk and connect directly to a
computer via USB.
Useful for single person recordings of podcasts, instructional
pieces or to record narration to accompany a slideshow or
video.

Used generally for recording voice, interviews and individual
people as opposed to groups. They are used in conjunction
with a Zoom H4N to record the voice.

